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Dear Irina BOKOVA,

Tcl. (+374 10) 560726
Fax C'"'374 10) 54 27 06
E-mail: vafaG.vafa.am . tnfl)(ovaElam

Ms. IRINA BOKOVA
UNESCO Director General
7, place de Fontenoy
75352 Paris 07 SP
France

As an Educational Institution Yerevan State Academy of Fine Arts (YSAFA)

outlines the importance of including khachkar as a phenomenon of International value in the

UNESCO Representative List of the Intangible Cultural Heritage ofllumanity.

Our aim is to promote worldwide recognition of khaehkar, to develop an attitude.

towards the stone as a work of art, as an expression of worship, religious-ritual tradition~

and that of Armenian identity. Having the problem of its transmission to the next

generations we want the UNESCO cultural department to support and stimulate with its vital

activities the International recognition of this unique historical as well as the nation's

psychological and philosophical creation.

As a step to establish visibility and awareness about Arn1enians the t\1inlstry of

Foreign Affairs of Armenia with the support of UNESCO Paris headquarter recently

organized a programme in Latvia entitled "Signs of Identity/Signs of Diversity" that \vas

very effective for the participant countries and taking the idea of that programme YSAFA

wants to actualize such a project in Armenia that can involve representatives (among them

lecturers and students) in the field of fine arts from many countries.

YSAFA with the support of UNESCO can organize educational courses. the

documentary films viewing, conferences, symposiums (in Noraduz, Sanahin, Gosha\,mk.

Noravank) to inform the International society about the idea of the symbol that beJr~ the



national identity of the Armenian people. The undertaking of such an event will certainIv

facilitate the transition of khachkar from national platt()fITI to International one.

We turn to you with an expectation that the Armenian khachkar will soon find its

real place in the UNESCO Representative List of the Intangible Cultural Heritage of

Humanity.

Kind regards,
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The Armenian cultural heritage, each clement, each part, each symbol of which is a unique value.

has its strength in protecting our nation, and implements functions of national self-awareness from

generation to generation, functions of national identification as well as functions of ethna centered

soeialization. The most characteristic and cultural value of Armenian national identity is the khachkar

which involves itself a whole system of national spiritual creation, the rebirth of which touches upon the

deepest layers of national thought and self-awareness as well as its identification. The result of its

realization states the fact that in 2009 the Republic of Armenia has included khachkar craftsmanship 111

the state inventory as onc of the best preserved clements of national cultural heritage.

Our aim is to establish traditional goals for not only preserving and protecting this unique value

of culture but also facilitating its safe transmission to the next generations. The realization process of our

goals requires UNESCO support to give us an opportunity to teach the creation of khachkar through

academic and practical skills. The process of organizing and implementing this teaching course will

involve theorists scientists from different spheres who have studied the culture of khachkar as well as

national masters of khachkar who are willing to promote technical and technological traditions of

creating a khaehkar among learners.



Armenian State Pedagogical University after Kh. Abovyan presents its suggestion to organl7e

educational courses of teaching khachkar creation. The course will be implemented as a lifelong

education and included in the curriculum of Master's degree for two years.

Wc want to inform you that ASPU has a chair of design and decorative applied art, a chair of

history and theory of art which pay great attention towards one of the Armenian medieval umque

branches: creation of khachkar. In their educational courses they include tcaching hours on the historv of

khachkar according to its periods and schools, its developing stages. and its stylistic peculianties.

Simultaneously, the chair of design and decorative applied art provides practical part of teaching. During

these practical courses many complete khachkars or some replicas of its pieces arc created. Students also

write final works on the traditions of khachkar in different penods. the written works arc completed with

the creation of the samples of khachkar. The teaching course of khachkar is realized by \\ell-kno\\n

Armenian academic staff and by national masters of khachkar.

In the case of organizing a course in the curriculum of Master's degree we need to establish a

separate specialty by completing and realizing the teaching standards, by confirming its curriculum of

teaching subjects, educational curriculum on credit system, thc list of teaching academic staff We also

need to establish long and short tem1 quality improvement courses on khachkar creation. Through your

financial support our University will be able to obtain material technical basis for providing the

implementation process of this specialty. On the basis of all these a centre of khachkar science \\ill be

established at our University. The centre will provide all specialization activities scienti fic research.

scientific educational and implementation process.

Scientific conferences, scientific practical seminars as well as specialized quality impro\cl11cnt

courses are to be organized in order to provide a specialized lifelong improvement, to establish awareness

among the wide sphere ofleamers about the peculiarities of specializing in khachkar creation.

Am1enian State Pedagogical University after Kh. Abovyan has a great experience and rich

traditions in including new specializations into its educational process. Therefore, the process of the

Master's degree program on khachkar creation proves to have successful results.
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Director of UNESCO
Mrs. IRlNA BOKOVA

The Ministry of Culture of RA applied to UNESCO commISSIOn for the "Intangible
Cultural Heritage" with the request to include Armenian kachkar art in the Representative List of
the corresponding values.

It is hard to exaggerate the significance of khachkar in the life of the Amlenians. Over
centuries khachkar was and remained a national symbol, substance of Christian faith, object of
worship, dense expression of cultural identity. Khachkar has been used as tombstone with its
main function of soul protection, and as monument connoting significant events and dates of the
national history. Khachkar making as craft and art not only survives but even develops in
Armenia getting modem expressive fornls. Being an important component of the intangible
cultural heritage of Armeniarls and getting expression on material carriers (stone, \\ood)
khachkar is a sustainable value and is a specific part of the cultural heritage of mankind.

Considering that khachkar art is area of investigation for the Institute for Archaeology and
Ethnography of NAN RA are engaged in the investigation of Armenian kachkar art as all

historical, living and viable spiritual heritage, wc join the initiative of the Ministry of Culture to
present khachkar art as arl intarlgible cultural value.

Inclusion ofkhachkar in the humarlity intangible cultural heritage list will essentially
promote international adoption of the value arld, consequently, its preservation in Amlcnia.

Assistant director
Doctor of History
G. SARGSYAN ~/-

b(lt..wG, 375025, ~w(lbGgr tflnll. 15, hbn., :jlwSlu (37410) 55.68.96.
Pecny6nMKA ApMeHHlI, 375025, EpeaAH, yn. 4apeHL\a 15, Ten., tj:laKc (37410) 55.68.96

Charents Str. 15, Yerevan, 375025, Republic of Armenia, Tel, Fax (37410) 55.68.96

E-mail Pavetisyan@scLam E-mail archeo@web.am
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When I look upon the I want to scare it. If you stand in of Cr\'''o,thinrl
that you are afraid of, you can nothing. There is in the stone which
awakens once you start cutting it. The you do.
It comes from the when take away the useless of
the all that remains is yours.
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Khachkars.

but Khachkar is
IHrTIonir1nc began to the Cross on the

Savior Jesus Christ was And a Armenian Master would express
faith and love far the Son of God them

to stone, life into and it "1-"'-'''''''
Armenia have become beautiful and

come since the dawn of and are as old as mighty.

I continue to the Armenian tuf stone by
rr<nflr,,..., Cross on it , as a symbol faith, all Armenians and the

Christian world. to say a new word in the vh,,,,rlhv''!r
rrr-,tt"rn,nnchin and created cross-stone letters of the I have
worked on the stone my and will continue till the end of my

F","oi'""1n,""'c often with the Armenian art
mlinlcltul"eS and Khachkars. I would even say confidence Khachkars

been and will remain to be of the
countries And once erE;cied,

hcrr\n-,£:>c a sacred and a venue for nil,.... rir-nrtnc rc{'!n,"ril,,,"cc
whom has been created. And I call on UNESCO to help the ArrTIonir1nc
share this eternal value with the whole world.

Un

official translation



Unofficial translation

I am Armenian national expert Paruyr Arsen Paruyryan, I have been making wood and stone

carving for about twenty-five years. I inheritted this art from my father, Arsen Panosyan. ,

am a historian by education. I graduated from the Yerevan Pedagogical University. During

the years of my studentship, when studying Armenian and world cultures, , realized the

uniqueness of the Armenian Art of Khachkars. Khachkars may be compared with the

Ancient Greek sculpture, roman architecture, and Egyptian pyramids. Khachkars are telling

us about the historical way passed by the Armenian people, about our life, character, and

temperament. Having realized all this, 'left my historian's career and fully dedicated myself

to the fairy and mysterious world of khachkars. Through the years of my artistic career, I

have created about 120 khachkars and trained 12 apprentices. I must notice that in the last

years the youth demonstrates indifference toward the art of khachkars. This can be

explained by the fact that the khachkar-carving is a time-consuming and laborious

profession. If previously apprentices did not have to pay for the courses, currently they

have to reimburse at least the cost of instruments and technical means. Witnessing this the

young people of nowadays keep themselves away from the khachkar-carving art. There is a

need to undertake serious measures to promote the khachkar-carving among the youth.

Besides, today the people worldwide are not well familiar with the Armenian culture.

Khachkar-carving art would become an important incentive to demonstrate our traditional

culture to the mankind. Following this, I consider important supporting khachkar-carvers.

And I strongly support the inclusion of khachkar craftsmanship and symbolism in the

UNESCO Representative List of Humanity, just as the music of our duduk. , hope it would

also help many craftsmen like me to maintain our craft.

, have a studio that I bought for my own means. However, it is utilizable only when the

weather is warm and dry. Besides, , have no technical means to move and replace stone

blocks, no electrical instruments to process stones to get them prepared for carving.

Ordering the processed stone blocks costs too much as values of transportation and stone

processing are added. If I could purchase the necessary technical means and cover the

studio with a roof (this will cost not more than $10,000), , would significantly improve the

working conditions and be able to involve more children to learn this magnificent art.

Khachkar-carver Paruir Paruiryan
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